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DESIGNATION-TYPE/MODEL: SZD-59 „ACRO”

SERIE/NUMBER: All SZD-59 „ACRO” gliders.

CONCERNS: Aerobatic manoeuvres scope extending with „tail slide”.

COMPLIANCE: On receiving this bulletin
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1. GROUNDS OF ISSUANCE OF THIS BULLETIN.

On the grounds of performed flight tests, for increase of the operation scope, additional aerobatic maneuver, “tail slide” is introduced for aerobatic version of the glider.

2. LIST OF FACTORY NO'S COVERED BY THE BULLETIN.
   This bulletin concerns all gliders SZD-59 “ACRO” type.

3. DESCRIPTION OF INTRODUCED CHANGES.
   In the Flight Manual of the Glider, issue III, November 1995, following pages: 0.1; 0.2; 4.14; 4.16 are to be replaced by new ones: 0.1a; 0.2a; 4.14a; 4.16a.

4. ENCLOSURES.
   Pages to be replaced: 0.1a; 0.2a; 4.14a; 4.16a

5. FINAL CONCLUSIONS.

The operator of the glider is introducing the Bulletin at his own cost.